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It is about the Sonic team, Jenny, Teen Titans, and Link!
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1 - Prom night

(Christy(Me!):Sonic? Where are you?) (Sonic: Over here! And there's gonna be a prom tonight!) (Christy:
Cool!) (Tails: Prom? Can I come?) (Sonic: Sure liitle buddy.) (Sonic: Wanna be my date Christy?)
(Christy(starting to blush) Sure!)
(Amy: I'm going with... Sonic!) (Sonic: Too late.) (Amy: Why?) (Sonic: I am going with Christy!) (Christy:
But you can go with my brother Ash!) (Amy: Ok.) But the Sonic Team is not alone...(Beast Boy: I GOT
THE CONTROL! I THINK YOU EAT TOO MUCH!) (Cyborg: WAIT TILL I GET MY HANDS ON YOU!)
(BB: YIPE!) (Raven: Will you two idiots... STOP!) (BB and Cy: Ok...)
But they are not alone...
(Jenny: Mom! Hurry up. Or I'll be late for the prom!) (Ms. Wakeman: Why did I buil a TEENAGE robot!?)
But... (People: HURRY UP!) Oh, sorry.
(Link: BUT ZELDA! I don't wanna go to the prom!) (Zelda: Quit being such a baby!)
Next Chapter: All together!



2 - All together!

So everyone met at the park. (Robin: CHRISTY WHO IS THIS!?) (Christy: Oh, him?
This is Sonic!) (Robin: But we were going to together!) (Christy: how bout you both be my dates!?)
(Robin and Sonic: Fine!) (Jenny: WAIT! Who are you guys!?)
(Christy: oh, right. I'm Christy. and this is Robin, Starfire, Cyborg, Beastboy, Raven, Sonic, Amy, Tails,
Link, and Zelda!) (Jenny, Brad, and Tuck:
Hi!) (Starfire: I still don't have someone to take me to this "Prom".)
(Brad: I'll take you, Starfire.) (Starfire: Oh joy! ^_^) (Cyborg: Uh, Jenny.)
(jenny: Uh, yes Cyborg?) (Cyborg: Will you go... with me to the prom!?)
(Jenny: Sure!) (Cyborg: YES! ^_^) (Link: i don't have anybody!) (Zelda: Well, i guess its cause we both
are freaks....) (Link: Really.... WAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!) (Zelda:
SHUT UP!)
(Link: ok.....) (Sonic: You do know... this means war!)



3 - At The Prom!

Sonic picks up Christy and starts moving as fast as he could to get to the prom.
(Christy: Hmp!) (Sonic: What?!) (Christy: I just wish you would be nice to Robin!) Sonic turns around and
heads back. At the Prom...
(Raven: I'm gonna go dance.) (BB: YOU?! HA!) (Raven: Don't make me put evil on you.) BB turns to a
puppy dog. Sonic and Christy start dancing but something stops them. (Robin: I think its my turn...)
(Christy: I think so too.)
(Soinc: Errrrrrrrr............) Cyborg and Jenny were on a bench getting to know each other. (Jenny: So you
were'nt created?) (Cy: Nope! I was once human, but something bad happened to me. They had to turn
me into Half Robot half Human.) (Jenny: Cool... Wanna dance?) (Cy: i thought you'd never ask.)
(BB: This stinks! I still don't have a date!) (Raven: Me too. This is so boring....)
Next Chapter: Who too pick?
I need parts people! So here they are:
Raven BF
BB GF
Brads GF
Christy's litle sister
Links GF
Zelda's BF
Thats it!
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